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TO MY LISTENERS: The appearing of the Lamb that was slain from the foundation of the world has some breakthrough 
awareness for our day. In being so new…to my mind…it does sound somewhat scattered…accept my apologies for that. 
Listening to this CD you will not be able to see the whiteboard (as above) that I am always referring to. Here is a verbal 
description of that whiteboard that may help you in listening to the CD 

The title of the whiteboard is: “APPEARINGS OF THE LAMB SLAIN FROM THE FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD”. Below it…it 
says: “Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of Sin” Then…in order…are the reference points in the history of 
the eternal plan being revealed in our planet. ETERNITY, EDEN, EXODUS, CALVARY and NOW. Below each of these terms is a 
description, and I’m going to read them to you: below ETERNITY it says: “The Lamb slain from the foundation of the World” 
and “Your name plate in Eternity.”Below EDEN: “Adam kind: the Lamb crucified on Time and Space.” “A portal for Sin to 
enter the world.” And EXODUS: “A physical Lamb for a Household.” “The lowest point in Truth.” Below CALVARY: “Jesus: 
Seeing the Lamb.” “Crucifixion: Showing the truth about Man.” And finally, below NOW: “Behold We Come, The Corporate 
Lamb opens the Cosmic Portal.”  
Below each of these descriptions is the Time Line for this Planet. It begins of course… below ETERNITY …is written the word 
ETERNITY…again…and then in parenthesis it encloses the four Ages of Time. Taurus…during the Time from Adam to the 
Exodus. Aries….from the time of the Exodus until Calvary.  And Pisces from CALVARY to NOW, and from NOW on we’re just 
entering the Age of Aquarius Those are the four Ages of Time concerning this…the time period covered in this CD. Below 
that is a description of the eternal heavenly perspective of the Time Line denoting the First, the Second and the Third 
Heaven. The First Heaven existed before Eden, until Eden Then from Eden until the beginning of Aquarius, NOW, the second 
Heaven ruled over this planet and then from NOW on…you’re standing at the opening of the Third Heaven. So those three 
terms appear at the bottom of the chart. I hope this helps a little as you go through the CD. The chart for this of course I 
have it available and I could send it to you, if that’s of interest to you. Thank You. 
 
Also, during this CD, reference is made from time to time to an Indian burial ground. It so happened that in this particular 
meeting there was a lady present who was contacted by an Indian Spirit and made to know that in her back yard there was 
the remnants of a burial ground of Native American people. She had it in her mind to pour cement over that area of her 
lawn…or her back yard…and they were cautioning her, asking her not to do that…so…when reference is made to Native 
Americans that’s what it is in reference to…it may help you understand some of the things that I say concerning it. Thank 
You. 

 



 

 

 
 

MEMORY AND TIME 
 

I need you more, more than yesterday. I love that line…Oh I need you more…more than yesterday…yesterday is a memory 
and your memory is a way of locking into a time dimension. It is your way of existing here…if you don’t remember it…I love 
those movies, a guy gets his memory erased and he doesn’t know who he is and goes about finding who he is you 
know…finally gets his memory back. Or people that have short term memory loss and every morning they have to get up 
and read who they are…(chuckles)…Who’s that fifty…the guy that has to court…Fifty first dates?...is that the movie?...he has 
to court…He has to court her again every day…what a trip…I like that…I’d like to court Carolynne every day…Sweet thought 
is it not? But I’d hate like heck to think that she forgot yesterday, that is bad...some things about yesterday but… 

 
I love you more, more than yesterday 

I need you more, more than words can say 
I need you more than ever before. I need you more. 

 
TIME: A PARENTHESIS IN ETERNITY 

 
Eternity is not just an extension of time. We tend to think of it that way because we are Time-Conscious. Our only reality, as 
physical beings… is Time…Yesterday…Tomorrow…and today and “I Will” and “I won’t”, all our desires are tied up with time. 
But Eternity is that which always is and within it there are some parenthesis. Somebody called it the parenthesis…Time is a 
parenthesis in Eternity. Now…we don’t want to consider all of Time because that gets really really big, millions, billions, 
galaxies, worlds unending. We don’t want to do that because it doesn’t directly affect us. Looking in the Hubble telescope is 
great and all but you don’t go there; looking at the moon is great… but you don’t go there but the person next to you…you 
go there.  

THE FOUR AGES OF TIME 
 

Adam is either a story or a myth or you are his offspring…you know, it goes on. So…(points to the diagram showing the 
Planetary Ages of Time) So in the first Age…and you know…at the beginning of the period of time that we are greatly 
involved in…You are involved in this frequency of (range) of time. It’s just a little slice in the whole range of frequencies of 



 

 

Time and Space. We’re just involved in a tiny little slice and there’s Indians there that want to be released… that are totally 
convinced that if their bones are under the cement, they’re not free. (Referring to an account given earlier testifying that 
some Native American Spirits were concerned that cement might be poured on their burial grounds in our friend’s back yard) 
now they might only be “not free” because that is what they believe…but it is still true (the feeling of being trapped)… if 
that is true…they are still trapped under the cement! And you better not pour any cement there! You can say to them…well 
dummy…it doesn’t matter whether there is cement there, you can still be free with or without cement! No…if it is their 
belief then Love will go where that person is and meet their need! True…? Absolutely!...So…we are involved with the Age of 
Taurus…Taurus! What’s the next Age? Aries…Pisces…and now… AQUARIUS! And Gary says: “Behold We Come…(writes 
B.W.C on the board)…That’s what B.W.C stands for. Behold We Come… Behold We Come. Those are the four Ages…and we 
are right here (Points to a place between Pisces and Aquarius) in this frequency of time. We are located! 
 

AN OPEN PORTAL 
 

Now…already we know that we’re not locked in, we know that even though we feel very locked in and may not know how 
to get out but we KNOW we’re not locked in, we know we are projections of Eternity. We’re not time-conscious beings 
trying to get to Eternity any more. We already know and Sarah Jane and Jessica were the proof positive for us, the 
connecting point, the nexus of that realization. That’s why she came, why Jessica came … is to birth a realization in us of our 
Eternalness. (All this is referring to our Granddaughter Jessica who died of a brain tumor a few years ago) So…now…we 
don’t consider Time any more from the point of view of Time but we look at Time from the point of view of Eternity. We 
can go there! We are not trapped! The gate is open, the portal is there! Do you remember the …what’s the movie 
called?...where they find the Star Gate?...A Star Gate! Oh What a magnificent movie!...and it’s alive… the whole face of it is 
alive and when you put your hand into it you can’t see what…it’s gone…it’s an inter-dimensional Portal…Now that really in 
fact was a physical portal but for us…this Portal that’s opening for us… that Jahshuah…sort of…is the initiator and the…He 
eh…He’s the sign over the door…and He’s the welcome mat and He’s the door posts and He made this portal available. He 
was sent for that purpose, but we are the…collectively …we are that Portal that’s opening for us to step into…and we know 
that …what a wonderful knowledge…what a wonderful awesome truth. There we are in this frequency of time, located here 
(points to a point between Pisces and Aquarius)…and today, today is Passover. Don’t you love it? Passover… Seder?  

 
 
 



 

 

 
 

YOU CAN’T BE LOCKED IN 
 

Let me read it to you, and I promise you, this awesome book, this…this totally awesome book! I don’t care how you read it, 
it’s good for you. It will never lock you in, books don’t lock you in. Don’t be afraid of books. If you’re religious about it, don’t 
be afraid of your religion, religion can’t lock you in. There’s nothing can lock you in…there’s no lies powerful enough to lock 
you in. Don’t even say it! Don’t give acknowledgement to it! We won’t give the Devil any power anymore. We don’t say: 
“The Devil did that!” We’ve gone beyond that…but we’ll say: “Religion will trap you!” No…Religion can’t trap you! There is 
nothing in all God’s worlds or universes that can trap you because you are not from Time and Space…You are not 
from…you’re not born in consciousness…you are born in the Eternal Self Awareness of God himself! You are eternally free 
by essence, not because somebody sets you free, not somebody told you the truth…that doesn’t set you free…you become 
free because you ARE free! Whoah! You make this sound folks!...there’s not too many people making this sound! You need 
to make it…and you know…when somebody says something that in some subtle way wants to victimize you …you will 
immediately know it! You will!...and you will say: “Hold it a minute now...I don’t mind you believing that but I’m not buying 
it!...I’m not buying it! I don’t buy any thoughts of limitation or imperfection! 
 
Does that mean that I’m in denial of this reality? No! but I know this reality serves me!...I don’t serve it! If I feel weak I don’t 
say: “I AM weak!”… I say: “I feel weak.” I acknowledge my feelings, they are real, they’re valid…own them. Don’t live 
somewhere else in hyperspace…live in your body! Don’t try to get out of your body!...Thinking there’s some better place, 
somewhere else! Excuse me! All right! 
 
So…let’s come on home here! Let me do this a little bit!! Are you Ok with me ranting and raving a little? God…I love it! 
Don’t you Love it? I love to hear you do it! I love, I love this meeting today, it was absolutely beautiful. We can be like this, 
isn’t it awesome? You can just be like this! Oh my God…we can just open our books and read each other, and read 
ourselves! Whoah! 
 

A LAMB APPEARS FOR EVERY AGE 
 



 

 

Chapter 12 of Exodus: Speak unto the congregation of Israel saying: In the tenth day of this month they shall take to them 
every man a Lamb according to the house of their Fathers, a Lamb for a house, and if the household be too little for the lamb 
let him and his neighbor next to his house take it according to the number of the souls…combined, every man according to 
his need…I think we are a household?...I think there’s a Lamb!...for this house! Don’t you believe?... there’s a Lamb…could 
you feel the lamb? Could you feel his energy?... Could you feel his wisdom? Could you feel his enthronement? Could you 
feel his power? Glory, Honor and Power be unto the Lamb that was …slain!...Right? A slain Lamb! Having his wounds upon 
him!...That’s our realization…we’re already owning that! Right?  
 
Here we are now in history…this is specific in time, this happened fifteen hundred years before Christ. This is Moses giving 
instructions to the children about specific physical events. Now…truly…people got trapped in it and they are still trying to 
kill lambs…I don’t pretend that that’s not happening. There are thousands of people still think there’s some benefit in killing 
a lamb!...and letting his blood drip…true…true…but the ritual benefits…and I am not wanting to take it away from them. I’m 
sure it gives them some peace!  
 
When you (looking at an ex-roman catholic member in the group) went to the Bishop, when you went to the Priest and you 
sat in the little house and he sat on the other side…though the screen…and you told him: “Oh my Father, I have sinned! I 
got drunk again last night and I beat somebody!”…and he says:”My Son”…he says…”know that you’re absolved.” Oh my 
God…well, “Father, I don’t want to do this …but at least I’m forgiven….so I can do it again!” Are you against that? You 
know…I’m not against that…why would you be against that? Why would you be against some guy going to a Priest, 
confessing his sin and getting absolved? Of course not! But do you mean that’s the greatest reality there is? I don’t think so! 
I don’t think so! Any more than this! (referring to the Passover ritual) You think this is the greatest reality there is to be 
found? Well…in a strange way it is! It’s kind of interesting…that’s why I want to go there with you today. I want to talk 
about Passover a little bit. Right? 
 
At the beginning of every Age there is a Lamb that appears. Now guess where we are? (points to the cusp of Pisces and 
Aquarius)…Right there! So…what’s happening? There’s a Lamb appearing! All right!...So that’s why I want to just read this. 
I’ll try to be brief… 
 

 
 



 

 

THE LAMB AT THE EXCODUS 
 

 Let me just read this now. Every man according to his household. Your lamb shall be without blemish, a male of the first 
year (a special lamb) …taken out from the sheep or the goats, keep it until the fourteenth day and then you shall take of the 
blood and the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel shall kill it in the evening. Ah!…Ahhh!...this bloodthirsty religion! 
Damnable…killing animals!... How gross! …I don’t go there…Don’t go there! Just…it happened. It has a true, powerful, deep 
significance. So…here it is: And they shall eat and they shall take of the blood and strike it on the two side posts…So 
there’s…you get this poor little lamb…you get this bucket…Oh the poor little…Oh mama did you have to kill? ..Oh that was 
my pet lamb! Dripping the blood in the bucket, and you make a brush out of some twigs and you paint it on the door posts! 
This blood…you know you’re going to have to wash it because it gets smelly after a bit…you can’t just leave it…blood goes 
really bad…paint it on the door posts and every household did this. All the Israelites got these buckets of blood, every one 
of them was busy. They were impressed now…they had a few…recent historical events happened to them that made them 
listen to this guy Moses and they did it! I tell you what…there wasn’t one Israelite, I doubt there was…might have been, I 
doubt there was one Israelite that didn’t get his bucket of blood and paint on his doorposts. They were believers! 
 

PHYSICALITY: THE LOWEST POINT OF TRUTH REALIZATION 
 

…And the Lord said to Moses…well let’s read the rest of this. Let’s see how powerfully significant this enactment is. 
Remember now…we are in the physical plane; we’re at the lowest frequency of truth. We’re at the bottom end of 
things…this is where things get ultimately real; this is where you’ve got to meet the rubber…how does that go? This is 
where the rubber meets the road! Right? 
 
Robert told us a story when he was transported in his car, he made a trip…a five hour trip in one hour and when he came 
too he heard that…that strange sound of when the wheel hits the carapace…What do they call that?...the what?... the 
tarmac? It was when one of those big… huge rubber wheels, when they hit the cement, they’ve got to suddenly start 
turning and they skid a little bit and make a unique sound. Right?...He heard that sound right? …where the rubber meets 
the road... We’re at that lowest frequency of reality, physical existence and in that lowest place God…God came!…God 
comes!...God is!...God wants to bring down eternal realities where they can clearly be seen, touched and tasted. It’s God’s 
desire! Eternity! It is the desire of eternity! Not some Being…called whatever name you might call it…not just some Angel, 
not some limited hierarchy that people have against this or that…No…No..Eternal consciousness itself , the wisdom of all 



 

 

Eternity that created all things from itself , the Oneness itself… wants to reduce and bring everything down to a focal point, 
a nexus in physical reality… so He can be clearly known and understood!...In an experience! Not in a mental 
acknowledgement. Not in a myth. Not in a fabrication of mind but in physical conception…conceived reality in flesh and 
blood…All right! Having said that I can go on. 
 

THE LAMB: A PRINCIPAL ESSENCE OF TRUTH 
YOU ARE THE PORTAL FOR IT 

 
…and they shall eat the flesh that night…they’re going to take this lamb…This…this…Wonderful, Powerful, Eternal ,Spiritual 
symbol of the Lamb…the Lamb exists in Eternity. How does it exist in Eternity? Anybody know the scripture? You know the 
scripture how the Lamb exists in Eternity There it is (Points to the overhead projection screen) Rev 13:8 And all that dwell 
upon the earth (that’s a lot of people) shall worship him (The beast) …We’ve had some run-in’s with that haven’t we?! 
Whose names are not written in the Book of the Lamb slain from the Foundation of the World. Well… what is that saying to 
you? If there are those whose names are not written are able to worship the beast then there must have been some whose 
names were written in the Lamb’s book of Life from the Foundation of the World… Lamb slain from the Foundation of the 
World. It’s the Lamb that was slain from the Foundation of the World. Right? This Lamb that was slain, in Eternity…there’s a 
Lamb….What is that Lamb? That Lamb is a Principal Essence of Truth in God’s heart. It’s not a physical thing, not a mental 
thing, it’s not just a bunch of thoughts, it’s the substantial reality, a part of the nature and Essence of God himself…that He 
wants known! 
So…how does He get it known? It has to come down and down and down…to where it becomes a physical…Behhh…Behhh 
(makes a bleating sound) Chkew…Chkew…blood drains and then it says:…It’s not good enough just to kill this Lamb and put 
its blood on the door posts, look what you’ve got to do with it…And they shall eat the flesh…that’s how real it gets…you’ll 
have to get your teeth out…and if you can’t work it…you’ve got to just gum it…and maybe you can get somebody to chew it 
for you…I don’t know…what did they do in those days…but you’ve got to bite this thing and you’ve got to chew it and 
you’ve got to swallow it and put it in your digestive system and let it go on through and come out the other side and feed 
you. Physical experience! You’ve got to bring the Lamb of God into your own physical flesh and blood…the spirit’s making it 
real…Why are you doing it?...because you are the Portal of Eternity that’s opening up. You are the Portal of Eternity that‘s 
making the Lamb…the eternal  lamb of God…available for consumption and for realization and for conscious knowing, and 
for understanding and all those higher frequencies that are so beautiful and so perfect... 
 



 

 

ALL THE LAMB’S APPEARINGS SEEN AT PASSOVER 
BEAUTIFUL BEAUTIFUL JESUS 

 
So the Lamb is slain in Eternity. But we’re not in Eternity right now…we’re…we’re at this other point of focus here…we’re 
right here…(points to the cusp of Taurus and Aries)... where there’s a Lamb being slain. What is this?...a Lamb for a 
household. Right there in Exodus. And all…this is what’s so interesting…whatever the Lamb is here…is here…is here…and is 
here…is all found there! (points to the various appearing of the Lamb in Eden, Calvary, Aquarius and then finally at the 
Exodus) That’s what’s interesting… shall I show you that again? What the Lamb is in Eternity, what the Lamb is when Adam 
came into the garden, what the Lamb is when Jesus came on the Cross… is all found there! Right there in Exodus… and what 
does it say concerning the Lamb? John the Baptist said: “Behold”…what does that word “Behold” mean? “Look…Look and 
see.”(Writes on the board) “Behold the Lamb that taketh away the Sin of the World.”Behold the Lamb…Behold…See…See 
the Lamb! Look at this man in a physical body and look and allow your perceptional understanding to be opened so you are 
no longer looking at a man in a body or a little lamb that’s wool that’s crying but you’re seeing in the physical reality of 
things and seeing the eternalness of a Lamb that came and focused itself uniquely in a man where it was never ever seen 
like this before or after! …Look…Behold…the Lamb slain from the Foundation of the World…in this man…that’s his 
uniqueness…his uniqueness isn’t because he IS the Lamb, his uniqueness is because you can SEE…in him…the Lamb! What a 
difference! What a difference! So you don’t worship Jesus…but you acknowledge him and honor him…so in Him that you 
might see this Eternal Lamb…so then…when you acknowledge him like that you are not worshipping a man, you’re 
worshipping the Eternal Father in His truth and His Light. So…don’t be ashamed of the beautiful, beautiful soul that came in 
Time and Space…came to make a portal for you…don’t…don’t…don’t let people take away from you the wonderful joy of 
acknowledging this beautiful being called Jesus! Whoah! Jahshuah! Oh man…God…help me…no…Whoah! 
 

 
THE FIRE OF PASSION: EATING THE LAMB 

 
And they shall eat the flesh and that night…listen how you’ve got to eat this flesh…I like this…It’s going to be roasted with 
fire! Right?...and with unleavened bread …and with…(I want you to say this…you know all about this right?) and with bitter 
herbs…don’t eat it raw or sodden with water…but roast it with fire! Right! Roast it with fire! God…with that fire…of 
God…that passion that comes in your soul without which there is no true spiritual attainment. Without being this 
passion…that you’ve had…without you giving us your passion…we can’t have it roasted with fire…and it’s not digested! If it 



 

 

is just bare mental truth and concepts and dogmas, they are great and wonderful, I can admire …but it’s not consumable! It 
has to be burnt in passion to be edible! Right? So don’t be afraid of this wonderful beautiful emotional body you’ve got. 
Don’t be afraid to let the passion of God come out in you, let it feed us! It’s not…It’s not…it’s not your emotional body that 
feeds us…but it’s through you emotional body that we can touch…in this reality space…we can touch the roasting fire that 
enables us to eat the Lamb of God…to participate in Eternal Beautiful Nature, of what God is… All right? 

 
THE LAMB: STRENGTH FOR THE JOURNEY 

 
…and let nothing remain of it till morning, and you’ll eat it with your loins girded. Well…what do you gird your loins? You’ve 
got your pants on! You’re ready to go! See…Your loins girded!...Paul talks about girding up the loins of your mind!...your 
perceptional understanding. Take care to understand what God is saying to you. Take care to meditate on some of the 
truths that we are saying in this meeting. Take care to meditate upon them. Right? Put them on your refrigerator…if you 
need…on the mirror in your bath room….on your wall…in your closet….whatever you do…but…but gird up the loins of your 
mind and your shoes on your feet! Get ready to move! Be ready…be prepared…to make a shift. Right! And your staff in your 
hand and you’ll eat it in haste, it is the Passover…the lord’s Passover. This lamb…this Lamb…not only does it paint the blood 
on the doorposts, this…this Lamb is for travelling it’s for protection…protection…and for travelling. Well…where do you 
want to go? Where are we travelling?  
 

THE LAMB IS FOR UNFOLDING PATHWAYS OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
 

We’re unfolding pathways of consciousness…to live and to walk and to move and to become everything that you can 
be…takes a re-organization of the synaptical paths of your brain that need readjustment so you can think wholesome, living 
beautiful thoughts…right…that’s the travelling…you need the Lamb…to be travelling…you need the Lamb to make the 
Journey of consciousness…to go on…let’s have some Eternal things! Eternity isn’t before Time! Eternity is all 
through…Eternity is the only thing that is. Time exists in the realms of eternity so that Eternity can be realized in the NOW… 
Right?...OK! 
 

 
THE SOURCE LOVES ALL 

 



 

 

And the blood…and I will pass through the land of Egypt this night and will smite the firstborn in the land of Egypt and the 
blood shall be to you for a token upon the houses where you are and I shall see the blood and I will pass over you and the 
plague shall not be upon you. Do might not think this is an awesome beautiful thing?  As if God loves those Israelites and 
hates the Egyptians?...he’s going to beat on those Egyptians… No…no…you just missed the whole story…you didn’t 
read…you didn’t know God’ heart! You didn’t understand that God loves all his creation. God loves every bug… every 
critter… every Israelite…every Egyptian…every Hottentot…every criminal…every…God just loves…loves all things…but God is 
willing to give up that which needs to die and be given so that the whole might live. God’s not above that! God’s not above 
killing those Egyptians in the flood in order that there can be an understanding of death and life… in order for you to 
experience that something has to die…Hello! But it can’t be you because if you die then God’s purposes don’t go on! So God 
gives you the blood to paint on your doorpost, not because you’re better, not because you’re more special, not because 
God so much loves you more because you are something better than someone else …No!...but there is an eternal 
appointment from eternity that came down with you out of the eternal worlds that wants to take on flesh and blood and 
bone and wants to be realized as the Lamb that was slain in Eternity. There’s some who have their names written in the 
Lamb’s book of Life and they must live in order for God’s Eternal Purpose to come for all creation …not just for those people 
in that Book… for those that worship the beast..there’s a different perception…folks…there’s a larger way to look at 
things…I want you to have it. I want you to know it. My prayer is that beautiful Lamb so perfectly displayed at the Exodus so 
we can clearly see that Lamb…and then we progress on and here comes that Lamb again but this time he doesn’t come in 
an animal or in a multitude of animals. There was no end to killing those animals…because it was such a low frequency and 
it simply passed the guilt on to the next generation. It could never heal the thing. But this one, when he took on the flesh, 
he made a portal, an opening for true understanding…so you can understand once and for all…you can understand 
forgiveness and you can appropriate forgiveness for the first time. True understanding…true realization…The law came by 
Moses but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ. 
 

CALVARY CANCELED OUT THE WRIT OF ORDINANCES 
THE LAW WAS A STEPPING STONE 

 
And it’s very clearly…listen to this…what it says about him…but very clearly it says that in the coming of Jesus and his death 
on the Cross, in the shedding of his blood..what happened?….is that the writ of ordinances, that was against us…this is what 
it calls it…the writ of ordinances..that was against us…What happened to it?...What did he do to it?..He cancelled it out! He 
cancelled out the writ of ordinances that was against us…because he…because he became the real thing that had to be 



 

 

during that time…. But…does that mean this (the law) was all in error? Was this all wrong? No…No…it was a step, an 
evolutionary step to bring it in a slow degree, to help them own the fact that guilt is something that happens to you 
because you violate something in your consciousness. You say: “I won’t do this.”…and then when you do it you have guilt 
and this whole dispensation of the Law…I don’t know how many times I can say it and say it right…but this whole 
dispensation of the Law was simply so we could own two things: We could own Sin, Guilt and Shame…and the reason for 
owning it…because if you don’t own it…guess what happens…it owns you! There’s the simple truth! Just trying to wipe guilt 
away, trying to wipe sin away, trying to wipe shame away…doesn’t do the job! You can’t do that because it serves you! It 
was given to you for your evolution!…for your becoming!...for your enlargement and the moment you try to wipe it 
away…you’re trying to distort the Eternal Purpose of God. No…what you need to do is OWN your sin, OWN your guilt, OWN 
your shame, and understand how they serve you in the great evolutionary purpose of God! It took fifteen hundred years to 
make that consciousness step for humanity, not just for you and I. 
 

THE LAMB LEADS TO KNOWING WHO YOU ARE: 
YOUR NAME PLATE 

 
But here it is! Now the door is open…the Lamb comes…right? (points to Jesus and the Cross) And we have an Age of the 
Church here…and the whole Church Age is about Salvation of the Soul…you know that…because man thought he wasn’t 
saved…that he needed a savior…and it needed to be experienced! It needed to be experienced …but we at this Age 
now…we’re down here…(points to the beginning Aquarius)…and we go back…just briefly…here at the beginning…show you 
the Lamb that’s at the beginning…here …(points to the Exodus) so you can understand the Lamb that came…that came here 
(points to the Cross)…at the Cross..it begins here at the Exodus…Right?...as a picture…so that you can see him here…(at the 
Cross)…and if you see him here…this is how it goes now…it begins at the lowest point If you don’t understand it 
here…spiritually…you can’t get it here..(points to the time of the Exodus then to the time of the Cross). You don’t have to go 
back and live like an Israelite…you don’t have to go make tents…you don’t have to go kill lambs..we did that! It didn’t do 
much…it doesn’t work! But…it’s OK to go there, you know… get rid of all the…all the stuff in your house…it’s OK…This Lamb 
here takes you to this Lamb and if you can see this lamb, then you can go here…(points to Moses, to Jesus and then to 
Adam) and guess what’s here? Here is the understanding of who you are and why you came! …here…right here!...(points to 
Adam) at the beginning of Taurus…when Adam came into the world., that’s your beginning…If you’re involved… if your 
name’s written in this Lamb’s Book of Life now!. If you’re not… then any beginning is a good one. Ten million years ago, 
whatever, whatever you were generated, created, I don’t know how you came about, you’re part of God’s beautiful 



 

 

creation and you just have to experience it…if you don’t have a name plate! If you don’t have a name plate, you don’t have 
the passion for knowing the name plate and you don’t need to worry about it…and you just live and you’re free…and do 
what you want to do…and God’s not against you, God’s for you…in fact he created you for His joy! Don’t worry about it! 
But…if you think you’ve got a name plate somewhere, too bad for you buddy because you’re going to have to learn to read 
it and know where it is! That’s our passion, our Love…Why I came! That’s why I came from the realms of the unknown, the 
worlds of Spirit into this space, into this matter world. I came like an interface, because that’s my passion. This is my 
knowing…I want to know...I want to know this name that was created… that was written…in the in the worlds that once 
were, and to know that name in an expression in Time! All right! 
 

ADAM AND THE SECOND HEAVEN: UNDERSTANDING SIN 
 

So…what does it say concerning this Lamb? Very briefly…Right! …and by one man sin entered the world and death by 
sin…Whoah! That’s this whole Age…right here…(points to the three Ages from Adam to now) This Age (period of time) is 
called the second Heaven. Right here…from here to here…this whole thing is called the second Heaven…right to there 
(points to now) …and you know what this whole second Heaven is about?...It’s about understanding…this means 
overcoming right? You understand those are synonymous? You cannot overcome something you don’t understand. And 
when you understand…you’ve overcome! So…it’s about understanding Sin, Shame and Guilt. Now what do you need in 
order to do that?…What do you need to understand?…you need a lot of Evil!...So the evil period of Human Consciousness is 
right here in this second Heaven! And guess what?...it’s about to end! I don’t know if 2012 , Dec the 21st …all the devils are 
gonna leave the country?...I don’t know…maybe they’re just going to a half way house, maybe they are going on probation, 
I don’t know. But I tell you what…there is a change! There is an eternal change happening on this planet concerning evil and 
evil will not be able to exist on this planet like it has during this second Heaven! And we’re feeling the changes. We’re 
wanting it…we want this place to go green…we want to save the Planet. Come on! We don’t want…we don’t want the 
leaven in our own house, we want to cleanse, we want to be made whole, we’re signifying the whole creation. 
 

 
OPENING A PORTAL FOR THE THIRD HEAVEN 

 
All right now this is called the first heaven (points to the time before Adam) Now these two heavens are not just time 
periods, they’re spheres of influence. This first Heaven still exists over top of all this (points to the Second Heaven) This 



 

 

second Heaven is an insertion, it’s a sphere of influence of evil that has to be experienced until the end comes…here! 
(points to NOW) and then we’re opening now into the Third Heaven…a portal…you read in the bible…it says…where a door 
was opened in Heaven…How do you like that? A portal was opened between Pisces and Aquarius and there were some that 
were embodied in the flesh that made a portal for the great change to come! 
Oh Halleluyah! How wonderful is that! How terrible is that! How awesome! I wonder when these twelve disciples, when 
they lived with Jesus, and it dawned on them that they were the Portal that Jesus was making for the next Age? I wonder 
what happened to them, well…you can read about it in the book. They’re not just stories, do you want to feel how they 
felt? Read the stories. Read the stories about Paul of Tarsus, persecuting the Christians and Jesus appearing to him. Read 
about Peter trying to deny Jesus, read about the adventures of the book of Acts. Read about it because it’s a Portal that was 
opening that never ever repeated itself…and everybody’s been trying to go back there for two thousand years…but I tell 
you… there’s something more wonderful happening, there’s another Portal opening and this Portal is not just making the 
way of something that’s happened in a previous Age, this Portal is a fulfillment of the whole second Heaven! Glory!  
 

ADAM OPENED A PORTAL FOR SIN TO COME 
 

Now…let’s read this quickly about this…now it says…And as by one man sin entered the word…Why did it enter the world? 
Where did it come from? Guess what?…you won’t believe this…it came from Eternity! Sin came from Eternity! Whoah! How 
beautiful is that? We’re not the creators of it, you didn’t stub up against something that God has to fix! You were the 
gateway… you were the Portal…you were the Portal for Sin! Whoah! That’s no great honor! What do you think? What do 
you mean that’s no great honor! Of course that’s a great honor!...Who’s the only one that can become a Portal for 
Sin?...Heh!... Right there! ..(points to the Lamb that was slain in Eternity) You are the Lamb here, the Lamb here opens the 
Portal for Sin to come into the World and here it opens the portal for Sin to leave the world (points to the Cross)! The same 
Lamb! How beautiful is that? Listen…it says so right here in the book: And so death passed upon all men. So…in this second 
heaven Death reigns. Death reigns and what is Death? Death is Separation…Right! And why did Death and Separation 
come? …because they want to be understood!. Separation from God is a purposefully driven program for the evolution of 
consciousness and it needs to be understood…and it needs a flesh body in a beautiful young woman (addresses a person in 
the meeting) to live a life that is not to be understood by anybody else and to experience a profound sense of alienation of 
separation, you can own it for the rest of Humanity. You are the Lamb of God! You are the Lamb that came from Eternity 
and found a Portal, creating a Portal to come here in Time. 
 



 

 

See… I’m about done here. Isn’t that good? Yes…for…and here it is now…this is now total living proof for everything that I’m 
saying about the law and about Sin….that people have read for two thousand years…Paul said it: for until the Law, Sin was 
in the World. The law does not create Sin, it just makes it real, so you can’t escape it. You say: “I’m gonna do it: yes God, I 
do, I will! And then you don’t! You’ve got Sin!...and it’s real and you feel bad.  
 

OWNING YOUR SIN AND SHAME 
 

Oh my God…I carried Carolynne’s eggs, she spent an hour this morning making eggs for us here; and she had two little 
plates and I wanted to carry them for her and I knew I should not have done it because I was carrying my bible, but I 
thought, well, I can do it…there on the path!...I got sin!...I need some…I need some forgiveness…I screwed up! I did! I have a 
feeling of remorse…and what’s so wonderful about it…I don’t get all condemned about it. I can I can allow myself…Yeah I 
did…I screwed up, I shouldn’t have tried to carry those two plates…she spent an hour doing it…and you guys won’t be able 
to eat them, but…I promise you..I won’t at any of the eggs that are left!...Right?  I will make…I will carry my Sin! I will make 
restitution, I will not eat one of those eggs that is left!...You know how I feel!…But I still need forgiveness, I need absolution. 
I…You now because I don’t want to be separated…I don’t want to feel any separation. How real is it? How…Do you think it is 
any more difficult than that? No…it ain’t…that’s about the simple dynamics of what it’s about but it took six thousand years 
so I can talk about it. In a reality that’s never been known before… All Right! For until the Law, Sin was in the world but Sin is 
not imputed when there is no Law. So…it’s not about Sin…it’s about imputing it that’s the problem! I’m  vulnerable…I’m 
guilty…I know that she can lay it on me…I’m sort of trusting she’s not going to do it…Oh you sucker!…I trusted you!..I 
trusted…And she’d be perfectly in her right to do it! But she’s not going to do it!...but…I’d be OK if she did…I’ve learned to 
bear my Sin! Right? We’ve come…it took all these…just a little thing like dropping some eggs, how beautiful, how perfect, 
how real…how real is it? Right? Until the Law, Sin was in the world but Sin is not imputed when there is no Law…and here is 
the principle…here is the principle…and it covers the Age. 
 

WITHOUT THE SHEDDING OF BLOOD THERE IS NO REMISSION OF SIN 
 
“Without the shedding of blood…let me just write it up here and then I’ll be done…Without…this is an Eternal Principle…it 
comes out of Eternity…it’s experienced here…(Eden)…and it’s experienced here…(Calvary)…we understand it a little bit here 
(Passover) killing a little Lamb and the blood on the doorposts…we understand that…we understand it a lot better 
here…(points to Calvary)…Jesus…punched the spear in his side…blood and water come out. The blood of Jesus…we’ve 



 

 

experienced that…we know what it means to have your soul cleansed by his blood, we understand that…it’s not myth...it’s 
a reality right? But we don’t understand what it means here (points to Adam) What does the blood…Without the shedding 
of blood…what is the shedding of blood?”Without the shedding of blood there is no…” (writes it on the board) ..what Sin are 
we talking about? We’re talking about the Sin that came from Eternity…not the Sin created by the Law. That’s all an 
example. But just how will this Sin that exists in our consciousness…when we think that we can’t please God… “Sin is the 
thought or the awareness that I am not able to meet your expectation.” How will I cleanse myself from those Sins and that 
awareness? Well…it cannot be cleansed unless there is shedding of blood…that’s what this is saying. Well…how do you shed 
our blood? Shedding of blood is being crucified!…Right? (writes on board) 
 

SHEDDINGOF BLOOD=CRUCIFIED, CRUCIFIXION 
 

Ok…we can change this now. 
 

WITHOUT CRUCIFIXION THERE IS NO REMISSION OF SIN. 
 
Well…is it not good enough that Jesus got crucified? He paid the price for the whole world? No…he did not! Eh-eh! It does 
not say that anywhere…it says he paid the price for those that were under the Law…that made a covenant! That made a 
covenant and that imputed Sin because of the covenant. They were released! He paid the price to pay, they contracted that 
price and He paid for it. But His blood on Calvary is symbolic blood…His physical blood is symbolic…his crucifixion is a 
symbol of a greater truth…that’s why it says: “Look at Him”…because there‘s a greater truth. What is the greater truth? The 
grater truth is that you… in Adam…were crucified…on… in your physical body…on Time and Space. Here’s the crucifixion. 
There’s Time, there’s Space…(draws two lines of the cross)…you’re on it in a physical body (draws a stick-man on the cross)  
 

YOUR INCARNATION: THE POURING OUT OF YOUR LIFE 
 

Right there!…you’re are crucified in your flesh. In your physical body, you are crucified on Time and Space, you’re limited, 
imperfect, incomplete, in every way…and you came to be crucified so that through that crucifixion there could be opened a 
Portal in your resurrection that would cause the remission for all the Cosmos and all Worlds…that Sin could be understood 
and dealt with. That’s why you’ve come. How great…how great is the story, how beautiful! How beautiful is the story of the 



 

 

Adamic insertion of a hologram into this earth for a cosmic plan of redemption…how great and how beautiful is that! Isn’t it 
wonderful!  
 

Wonderful grace of that Eternal Lamb, 
Grace that exceeds all Sin and all Guilt 

Yonder in Adam’s portal outpoured 
That’s where the Blood of the Lamb was shed. 

 
The blood of the Lamb is the pouring out of your eternal life into your physical existence; that’s the pouring out of blood. 
Your blood was poured out the moment you agreed to take on form, to become flesh, to enter into this dynamic that’s 
been operating in this second Heaven…and now your resurrection is at hand and it’s coming to you by living on a property 
and some Indians talking to you about what not to do.(addressing the lady who was asked not to pour cement on a burial 
site) good…it’s your opportunity to be the Lamb of God 
 
Jesus came to Carolynne and of course I think of Him as coming to her and I and to all of us here through her and He said: 
“Marry me…Marry me…in purpose for this Planet!” What‘s He saying? Become that Lamb with me, for the creation. What 
He’s saying, inviting you to participate in being the Lamb and we can sing this…we can sing this to the creation…you can 
sing this to the cosmos…you can sing this to Washington…you can sing it to Libya, to Syria, we can sing this to every 
creature…we can sing it to the need, the tremendous need for the Native American people to be resurrected from their 
Grave and from their consciousness into a greater knowing. 
 

Oh Grace, Grace, God’s Grace 
Grace that will pardon and cleanse within 

Oh Grace, Grace, God’s Grace 
Grace that is greater than all our Sin. 

 
 
Thank you…you’re a wonderful audience…Thank you so much! 


